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Sammendrag: Grønne fodspor til de sundes spots i kantinen, små tallerkener ved buffeten og sms-påmindelser om dagens sunde kantinetilbud. Vi bliver taget i hånden, guides, puffes og prikkes i stigende grad af veltilrettelagte nudges, interfaces og servicedesigns i vores hverdag. Også på madområdet. Det er nemlig ofte lettere og mere effektivt at at ændre menneskers adfærd ved at cendre på deres omgivelser. I dette indlæg handler om Nudgingog det sunde fødevarevalg med udgangspunkt i den aktuelle bog Adfærdsdesign. Bent Egberg Mikkelsen har bidraget med kapitlet om fødevarer. Indlægget forklarer om principper og give eksempler på hvordan vi med små ændringer i omgivelserne kan skabe adfærdsændringer.

Nudging og det sunde fodevarevalg
Bent Egberg Mikkelsen, Professor, AAU,24 april 2017, AAU, IDA

Hvorfor skal vi overhovedet nudges?
So ein ding muss wir auch haben

Hvad er nudging?

Nudging
hvad er tilladt?• Må vi bruge forbud i nudging?

• Eller prisregulering?
• Må vi narre folk?
• Skal vi fortælle hvad vi gør?
• Og bliver de ved at virke?
• Og på samme måde for alle?

Er nudging en teori, et koncept eller noget tredje?
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Definition
”Any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” 

Thaler & Sunstein, 2008 

Nudging – den tredje vej?
• Soft and hard paternalism

Robert Nozick (1938-2002) var en af de store teoretikere bag libertarianisme, og hans bog Anarchy, State, and Utopia

Christopher B. Gray (ed.), Philosophy of Law: An Encyclopedia, Garland Pub. Co, 1999, II.632-635. Copyright © 1999, Peter Suber. PaternalismPeter Suber, Philosophy Department, Earlham College "Paternalism" comes from the Latin pater, meaning to act like a father, or to treat another person like a child. ("Parentalism" is a gender-neutral anagram of "paternalism".) In modern philosophy and jurisprudence, it is to act for the good of another person without that person's consent, as parents do for children

Degree of regulation

Et eksempel
Rygning Kost

Liberatiaransk
Midt i mellem
Paternalistik

Dual-process theories of behavior: Implications for intervention

“Accumulated evidence indicates that dietary behaviors and physical activity may be influenced by both reflective and automatic factors”
Paschal Sheeran, Department of Psychology, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom. ISBNPA 2010

Example from car industryForførende fornuftig?Seductive sensible?

• Girls in car adds is nothing new
• But this is different: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wshLJzAYcjk&NR=1&feature=endscreen

Inducing consumption Nudging in CPH

http://inudgeyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Passenger-Flow.pdf

Nudging in CPH
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Air NZ
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOw44VFNk8Y

Virgin
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyygn8HFTCo&feature=player_embedded

United
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqAAQ0ZZMyw&feature=player_embedded

En lille smulenudge teori
Hard & soft power

• Power is the ability to influence the behavior of others to get a desired outcome. There are several ways: 
• Coercing with threats
• Induce with payments
• Atract and co-opt them to want what you want. 
• Soft power is about getting others to want the outcomes you want – co-opts people rather than coerces them.
• Can be contrasted with 'hard power', which is the use of coercion and payment. 

ELM

Sex, drugs & rock’n roll ELM Fast and slow thinking
• System 1 Intuitive & fast
• System 2 Rational & slow
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Nudging

Targetting indiviudals or the “out-thereness”Knowledge, attitude, behavior or environements Default
omgivelserne er aldrig tilfældigeNogen har altid valgt for os

Eksempel
• Bestilling af tilkøb til flybilletter

The       etchup example The       etchup example The       etchup example
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Typer afnudges
Priming

the Florida effect
behaviour shaped by previous experiences

• The Florida Effect is one of the earliest, and most powerful, examples of “priming.” Priming, in psychological terms, means the use of background factors to put someone in a psychological state that affects their actions without their conscious knowledge. The background factors are usually images or props in the room in which the experiment is conducted. Sometimes the priming takes the form of a story that subjects listen to, or words they hear.. In the study that became the namesake for the Florida Effect, subjects were asked to arrange words into a sentence. One group of subjects had random words. The other group of subjects had words that might be associated with the elderly. “Florida,” was one of them, as was “forgetful,” “bald,” “gray,” and “wrinkle.” After they had finished arranging the words, the subjects were asked to walk down a short hall to another room to fill out a form. Researchers timed the walk, and found that people who had had the “old” words walked more slowly than the ones that had had neutral words. They walked more slowly even though in interviews none of the people said they felt old, and none of them even saw a theme in the words they were arranging. And the Florida Effect was born. Priming is a somewhat controversial subject. Psychologists complain that successful priming studies are rarely repeatable, and that the studies that indicated priming doesn’t work are published far less often than the studies that indicate it does, giving the concept a far more solid impression that it deserves. If you want to help resolve the dispute, time your steps after you get up from reading this and send us the data.
•

Given: Any random words Given: Forgetfull florida, bald, gray, wrinkle

WalkFaster Slower

http://www.yale.edu/acmelab/articles/bargh_chen_burrows_1996.pdf

Bargh et al 1996
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Arrange

Priming i praksisDen ØkoLogiske kantine

Klotz, W. and Wolff, P. (1995). The effect of a masked stimulus on the response to the masking stimulus. Psychological Research, 58(2), pp.92-101.

”eksponeringen med een stimulus påvirker responsen fra en anden stimulus”

Portion size distortions
The Ebbinghaus-Titchener & Delbouf illusions

Accessabilitylocation matters Social influence

Mænd og mænd/kvinder og mænd
• Kvinder spiser mindre i selskab med mænd end i selskab med andre kvinder
• Og mænd spiser mere sammen med kvinder
• Abstract
• Sexual selection has been commonly considered by evolutionary psychologists interested in eating disorders among women; however, comparable attention has not been paid to problematic eating by men. We present the results of a field study through which we find that men eat more food when sharing a meal with women 

than with men. Notably, men appear to eat larger quantities of both unhealthy (pizza) and healthy (salad) food when in the company of women. More specifically, men eating with women ate 93% more pizza (1.44 more slices) and 86% more salad. Additionally, while women do not eat significantly differently as a function of the sex of their dining partners, women eating with men tended to estimate themselves to have eaten more and reported feeling like they were rushed and overate. In addition to expanding upon previous research concerning women’s eating behaviors, our findings concerning male overconsumption in the presence of women appear to present an example of self-handicap behavior.

Eating Heavily: Men Eat More in the Company of Women. Kniffin, K.M., Sigirci, O. & Wansink, B. 
Evolutionary Psychological Science (2016) 2: 
38. doi:10.1007/s40806-015-0035-3


